
FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-1

  

TOTAL AREA: 420.65 39.08
BALCONY AREA 85.92 7.98
UNIT AREA: 334.73 31.10

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-2

  

TOTAL AREA: 422.48 39.25
BALCONY AREA 87.31 8.21
UNIT AREA: 335.17 31.04

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-3

  

TOTAL AREA: 399.67 37.13
BALCONY AREA 81.67 7.59
UNIT AREA: 318.00 29.54

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-4

  

TOTAL AREA: 400.00 37.16
BALCONY AREA 83.00 7.71
UNIT AREA: 317.00 29.45

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-5

  

TOTAL AREA: 391.00 36.33
AL Y AREA .  .

UNIT AREA: 309.00 28.71

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-6

  

TOTAL AREA: 442.00 41.06
BALCONY AREA 124.00 11.52
UNIT AREA: 318.00 29.54

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-7

  

TOTAL AREA: 432.00 40.13
BALCONY AREA 94.00 8.73
UNIT AREA: 338.00 31.40

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.



FLOOR PLAN TYPE

STUDIO WITH BALCONY ST-8

  

TOTAL AREA: 474.00 44.04
BALCONY AREA 135.00 12.54
UNIT AREA: 339.00 31.49

. All dimensions are in imperial and metric, and measured to structural elements and exclude wall finishes and construction tolerances. . All materials, dimensions, and drawings are approximate only. 

. Information is subject to change without notice at developer’s absolute discretion. . Actual area may vary from the stated area. . Drawings not to scale. . All images used are for illustrative purposes 
only and do not represent the actual si e, features, specifications, fittings and furnishings. . The developer reserves the right to make revisions or alterations, at its absolute discretion, without any liability 
whatsoever . ey Plans are approximate and symbolic.   

sq.m.sq.ft.


